Who will the next dean be?

The candidate forums for the finalists in consideration to be the next James L. and Katherine S. Mela dean of Iowa State’s College of Engineering have concluded. There were five forums where each candidate explained who they were and what they felt they could bring to Iowa State as the next dean.

The first candidate is Janis Terpenny, who is the Peter & Angela Dal Pezzo Chair and dean of the Harold & Inge Marcus Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering at Pennsylvania State University. Terpenny is also the director of the NSF Center for e-Design. During her open forum, Terpenny emphasized the aspects of listening, inclusion and enabling in her approach.

“Students who walk in today are not the same students who walked in yesterday,” Terpenny said. “Are we going to continue operating courses semester-long or are we going to get into modules? It’s all about embracing the changing future ahead of us.”

To help entrepreneurship and innovation, Terpenny discussed the importance of giving students things to be involved with outside of the classroom.

To create growth in graduate programs, Terpenny said she would want to create pipeline programs in the College of Engineering. She would also like to increase diversity within the college.

Next is Robert Frosch, senior associate dean of facilities and operations and professor of civil engineering at Purdue University. In his open forum, Frosch covered team building, management and business skills as well as knowledge integration.

“We need students to be prepared for the changing future of work and become the leaders that shape the future,” Frosch said. Some of the concepts Frosch said he felt were important in moving forward are hands-on experience, real world projects and virtual reality.

One of Frosch’s main focuses was the need to enhance education by working on real world problems. Frosch said with the future of research such as artificial intelligence, autonomy, voice interface and energy, it is important students have hands-on experiences.

The third candidate is Erick Jones, an associate dean in the College of Engineering at the University of Texas in Arlington. Jones started his presentation by saying that students, faculty and staff should realize that academics need to be a priority.
POLICE BLOTTER

4.1.19
An officer initiated an assault related investigation between two individuals at 2623 Bruner Drive (reported at 3:26 p.m.).

4.2.19
Caroline Renae Carter, age 19, of 14924 Franklin Plaza, Omaha, Nebraska, was cited for driving under suspension at Greeley Street and Pearson Plaza, Omaha, Nebraska, was cited for driving

An officer investigated a personal injury collision at 2623 Bruner Drive and Brussell Road (reported at 3:26 p.m.).

An individual reported the theft of items from a vehicle at Lot 1126 (reported at 3:29 p.m.).

An officer checked on the welfare of an individual at Thelen Student Health Center (reported at 3:01 p.m.).

To submit a correction, please contact our editor at 515-294-9688 or via email at editor@iowastatedaily.com.

CALIFORNIA

4.4.19
Cyclone Cinemas: Holmes & Watson, Carver Hall 101 at 7:30 p.m. Holmes & Watson is a PG-13 mystery/crime movie rated 1 star. Will Ferrell and John Reilly star as Detective Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson who join forces to investigate a mysterious murder at Buckingham Palace. Refreshments and snacks available at extra charge.

Lecture: An Anecdotes in Applied Machine Learning. Allston Energy-Zet-Liu Auditorium, Howe Hall of 4 p.m. Brian McClendon, a former vice president at Google, will discuss how machine learning has become a bigger and more important factor in nearly every business and share examples of potential applications in the future. ISU Innovation Prize Weekend.

Performance: Godspell, Fisher Theater at 7:30 p.m. Using a variety of storytelling techniques and a hefty dose of comic timing, a diverse group of citizens perform parables from the Book of Matthew, and inspiring and entertaining songs ranging from pop to vaudeville. Disgusting hauntingly into the Last Supper and the Crucifixion, Godspell sprouts messages of empathy, compassion and love.

ISU After Dark, Great Hall, Memorial Union, at 9 p.m. Brian Imbus is an award winning entertainer that has become one of the most requested Hypnotists in the United States. He has performed for thousands of Colleges, Professional Organizations, and High Profile Events for over 20 years. Imbus will be followed by Josh Peck on the

All events courtesy of event.iastate.edu.
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Horse barn welcomes 31 foals

BY MEGAN BEHREND
@iowastatedaily.com

The horse barn on campus has welcomed 31 new baby foals since January — the most recent born late Monday.

“Starting in January, the horse barn has been welcoming new-born horses. Thirty-one horses have been born so far, with the 31st being born late on Monday.”

Nicole Ferwerda, horse farm manager, said since the gestation period for horses is 11 months and one-week long, the horses go through several classes before they move to their next destination.

“One class breeds and the next class foals,” Ferwerda said. “We like to have a few foals right after the semester starts so we can get started right away in class.”

Once the mare is sent to the horse farm by its owner, either Iowa State owned or not, the students begin observing the mare about one month before the due date. These students are looking for the physical changes the mare is enduring.

“Those changes can be the shape of the mare’s abdomen, mammary development, and amount of muscle tone in their hips and tail,” Ferwerda said.

The observations of the mares become daily as the mare gets closer to her due date. Once labor begins, the mare is moved to the delivery stalls until a new baby foal is born.

“The mare and foal are then monitored for several more hours to make sure the foal is functioning well,” Ferwerda said.

At least 24 hours after birth, they are tested for antibody levels and then, once given the clear, are sent outside to continue growth.

About one-third of the foals born at the horse farm belong to Iowa State. Once weaned off their mother, these foals are used for a class of halter breaking that takes place during the first half of the fall semester.

After the halter breaking class, the foals are released into the pasture to graze before heading off to whatever task they were destined for.

“This job is challenging as you never have a clear-cut day-by-day routine; each day brings its own set of new challenges,” Ferwerda said.

Behind The Fashion Show scenes

BY MORGAN DURICK
@iowastatedaily.com

The committee has also hosted six modeling practices over the course of the semester, working on things such as stage presence, choreography, posture and the models’ team works closely with the design committee and goes to collaborative events, such as judging day, fit night and garment photos.

One of the Modeling Committee’s biggest responsibilities is choosing the models that will walk the runway during the show.

Over 300 students auditioned this year and the committee selected 50 to 60 of them back in November when tryouts were hosted.

“We try to have people who are different sizes, different skin tones, from different backgrounds, so we really did keep [diversity] in mind while model casting and try to make sure we have a good diverse group,” Stumpf said.

Last year, The Fashion Show selected their first hijab-wearing model, Khadija Ahmed, and this year she is back on the model cast and will be wearing a hijab again.

“[Ahmed] is one of our rocks, she’s been walking real great for us,” Corbett said.

The committee is an advocate for confidence and has really enjoyed watching its models continue to grow and gain confidence throughout the process.

“We love when our models are confident in who they are and can rock what they’ve got,” Curtis said.

Along with working with the show’s models, it is also the Modeling Committee’s job to bring The Fashion Show 2019 “Coast to Coast” theme to life in the overall look of the models. The team is doing this by incorporating east-coast-inspired hair styles and east-coast-inspired makeup looks on the models.

Some performers who will be at the event include Queen Marie, Smokey Moon, Christiana, Boyencé, Sage Umbra, Macie Maize, Jacob Sanchez, Cadaverina Von Coeops, Jaynee Sexton and Lonika LaRelle.

The schedule for the show will be all-ages show 6:30 p.m. to 7:15 p.m. then a teens-only drag performer round table 7:15 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. The last event will be a teens-only drag show featuring professional and amateur performers, which will take place 8 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Ames Public Library to host drag show

BY LOGAN METZGER
@iowastatedaily.com

The Ames Public Library will be hosting an All-Ages Drag Show 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday.

“Drag is for everyone,” according to the Facebook page for the event. “Grab your best friend, your preschooler or grandmother, your dad or your neighbor and your neighbor’s kids, roommates, bandmates or that cool kid that sits next to you in math class and check out the free all age-friendly performances by professional and amateur drag performers.”

Some performers who will be at the event include Queen Marie, Smokey Moon, Christiana, Boyencé, Sage Umbra, Macie Maize, Jacob Sanchez, Cadaverina Von Coeops, Jaynee Sexton and Lonika LaRelle.

The schedule for the show will be the all-ages show 6:30 p.m. to 7:15 p.m. then a teens-only drag performer round table 7:15 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. The last event will be a teens-only drag show featuring professional and amateur performances, which will take place 8 p.m. to 9 p.m.

“[Ahmed] is one of our rocks, she’s been walking real great for us,” Corbett said.

The committee is an advocate for confidence and has really enjoyed watching its models continue to grow and gain confidence throughout the process.

“We love when our models are confident in who they are and can rock what they’ve got,” Curtis said.

Along with working with the show’s models, it is also the Modeling Committee’s job to bring The Fashion Show 2019 “Coast to Coast” theme to life in the overall look of the models. The team is doing this by incorporating east-coast-inspired hair styles and east-coast-inspired makeup looks on the models.

The co-directors said they have thoroughly enjoyed their experience working with their fellow committee and models for The Fashion Show 2019. They got emotional talking about their time working together coming to an end, saying they have become good friends.

“The fashion show has provided me with a good support system,” Corbett said.

“We like to have a few foals right after the semester starts so we can get started right away in class.”

― Nicole Ferwerda
He presented ideas such as expanding land grants, reforming teaching methods and preparing students from Iowa State to be ready in the workforce.

Jones also introduced the idea of reforming the way students learn in a classroom setting and how he wants to educate the future generation.

Jones said there is a difference between actively teaching, rather than passively only using research. He said it is the role of researchers, who also serve as professors, to explain their studies in a way that others can understand.

"It's one thing to have these great researchers, but if they can't translate that to the classroom, than we're missing something," Jones said.

For students to have a competitive edge when looking for jobs, Jones wants to expand students' skills such as time management and communication.

The fourth candidate in consideration is W. Samuel Easterling, who is the Montague-Betts professor of structural steel design and head of Virginia Tech's Via department of civil and environmental engineering.

Easterling said one of his goals is to maintain high quality undergraduate programs in addition to expanding graduate programs. Easterling said he wants to expand the graduate program and research opportunities. To do so, Easterling focused on the need to continue finding greater opportunities for financial support and undergraduate research.

"People are the core, they are our most valuable asset and key to success," Easterling said.

Easterling earned his doctorate in structural engineering from Iowa State and has earned awards such as the 2012 ASCE Special Achievement Award, and the 2017 ASCE Shortridge Hardesty Award.

The fifth and final candidate is Karen Thole from Pennsylvania State University. She earned her bachelor's and master's degrees in mechanical engineering from the University of Illinois and earned her doctorate in mechanical engineering from the University of Texas.

Thole is currently a professor at Pennsylvania State and is the head of their department of mechanical engineering.

Thole discussed how she would take Iowa State to the "next level." She proposed that education and research would help Iowa State do so.

Other topics she covered were relevant accomplishments and external drivers in education and research.

Thole said the pressures and cost of schooling is creating a toll on students, and diversity and inclusion is another major issue.

"I want to give a private school feel to a big land grant institute," she said.

Reporting contributed by Megan Nemez, Amber Mehmand and Jordyn Dubois

The root of virgin stereotypes

Society's views on virginity tied to media, education

BY NATHAN CIRIAN
ilowastatedaily.com

Editor's note: This is Part 7 in a weekly series called "The Talk." This series goes into topic areas relating to sex and culture that some may find sensitive in nature.

Virginity occupies a large space in the American media and cultural landscape; in fact, many people often get their ideas about virginity and the loss of it from the values of the media and culture.

Movies especially play an enormous part in the perception of virginity, specifically teen comedies.

The most notable 21st century example of this is the 1999 film, "American Pie," which revolves around a group of high school seniors who made a pact to lose their virginities before graduation.

Other notable teen films, such as "The Breakfast Club," "Sixteen Candles" and "Fast Times at Ridgemont High" depict virginity and the loss of it in a variety of ways.

As outlined in a study for the Sociological Review in 2009, Laura Carpenter interviewed a variety of people from diverse backgrounds about their experiences with virginity. It also connected their experiences to popular teen movies with themes surrounding virginity and attempted to attach different views of virginity to those films.

The study organized virginity into categories defining it as one of the following: a gift, a stigma, a process, irrelevant or an act of worship.

The "giving" of one's virginity to someone they love is a common cultural behavior and media trope. However, men often see virginity as a burden that has to be dealt with, as is the case in films such as "American Pie" and "The 40-Year-Old Virgin.

Virginity for women can also be burdensome. However, in a way that is different from men and has historically had a large bearing on their social standing.

"Virginity is constructed as synonymous with purity for women," said Alexia Angton, a doctoral student in the sociology department, in an email. "The virginal ideal is constructed as a woman who is white, innocent and pure."

"There is a double standard where women's sexuality is expected to be suppressed or only accessible for the pleasure of men, but men are allowed and expected to be sexual."

Men are also mocked for not living up to society's standards of sexuality, albeit for the lack of sexual activity rather than the excess of it.

"When men are discussed in conversations of virginity, they are often mocked for not living up to society's standards of sexuality," Angton said.

This attitude toward virginity was evident with the newest season of "The Bachelor," where Colton Underwood, the "Bachelior" for the most recent season, was openly a virgin.

His virginity was a hot topic on the show this season, so much so that, according to Glamour, the words "virginal" and "virginity" were mentioned 79 times throughout the season. The words were mentioned 18 times in the season premiere alone.

In her opening introduction, one...
What does it mean to be *Forever True* to Iowa State?

**For thousands of alumni and friends,** it means supporting practical, global and leadership opportunities for students. It means bringing faculty and students together to address the complex problems of a growing global community. It means graduating students who will go on to improve the quality of life in Iowa, the nation and world.

That’s what **FOREVER TRUE WEEK** is about – discovering and celebrating all the ways donor support makes a difference on campus and to your Iowa State experience.

Learn more: [www.isuf.info/ForeverTrueWeek](http://www.isuf.info/ForeverTrueWeek)

---

**We’ll be on campus each day next week from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. to celebrate philanthropy at Iowa State.**

**FIND US ON CAMPUS!** *(TWO LOCATIONS EACH DAY)*

- **MONDAY** College of Design
- **TUESDAY** Catt Hall
- **WEDNESDAY** Richardson Court
- **THURSDAY** Gerdin Building
- **EVERYDAY** Parks Library/Hub
- **FRIDAY** Kildee Hall

---

**FOREVER TRUE WEEK**

**APRIL 8 – 12**

**ON THE IOWA STATE CAMPUS**

**Stop by our booths around campus to:**

- Play our trivia wheel to test your knowledge about donor support on campus
- Write thank you notes to donors
- Tell us why you’re “Forever True”
- Win **FREE STUFF**, including socks, buttons, laptop stickers, sunglasses and more!

**Check out the Forever True Week Snapchat filter available throughout the week.**

**Share the fun you’re having with us using the #ForeverTrueISU hashtag.**

---

**I AM HERE BECAUSE OF DONORS.**

Keep an eye out for buildings and areas throughout campus that are “tagged” to show they were supported by donors.
Iowa State Forever

The Forever True, For Iowa State campaign aims to raise a historic $1.5 billion in private giving for Iowa State by June 30, 2021. The campaign seeks to transform the university by providing new levels of donor support for Iowa State students, faculty, programs, and facilities – and ensure Iowa State is prepared to fulfill its unique role in meeting the challenges of the future.

The foundation’s focus on the university

The Iowa State University Foundation has been creating a strong financial foundation for the university. Together, we work as a team to match donors’ generosity with Iowa State’s needs: wherever the goal is a unique challenge, provide personalized attention to the needs of the university. The foundation was established in 1943 to accept gifts on behalf of the university.

The foundation raises funds to support the university, and works closely with the University and the College of Business.

Activities and support

Get involved with the Iowa State University Foundation and help support the university’s mission.

Mixing the old with the new

The foundation’s focus on the university is to provide new levels of support for the university.

The foundation is focused on ensuring Iowa State is prepared to fulfill its role in meeting the challenges of the future. The foundation’s focus on the university is to provide new levels of support for the university.

The foundation’s focus on the university is to provide new levels of support for the university.

The foundation’s focus on the university is to provide new levels of support for the university.
I AM
FOREVER TRUE.
Connecting people of all ages

"Trolls" has a timeless message for everyone

BY LACEY.WESTBERG
diowastatedaily.com

Movies have always been a classic go-to for people of all ages. These fun-filled motion pictures encapsulate the lives we wish we could live, cover the lives we’re glad we don’t have, or simply just entertain us. Children’s movies serve more than one purpose, with one of them being to subconsciously teach them. “Trolls,” a movie released by DreamWorks in 2016, tells the tale of the Trolls and their journey to make peace with the Bergens and find inner happiness, teaching many lessons that are vital to children and some unknowing adults.

The soundtrack in the movie “Trolls” is one that many have heard before but in a whole new way. A movie’s soundtrack is probably one of the most important, yet underated, things that supplement an amazing movie. The soundtrack to this movie includes a new hip twist to a lot of songs that we know and love from a few years before and current songs as well. All genres were included, from hard rock to indie folk, and of course pop. The movie does a fantastic job of picking a song to fit the situation.

For example, when the Bergens, a race of sad ogre-like creatures who eat the Trolls to experience happiness, are introduced they are singing “Clint Eastwood” by the indie rock band Gorillaz. The producer’s choice in this song, while having the characters sing along to already popular songs, makes it closer to home for the adults, as well as gives a taste of musical history in a kid-friendly way.

The overall storyline is also one of the movie’s strongest attributes. While it is just a children’s movie, there is more to the storyline with its underlying messages. Along their journey the Trolls face countless trials, such as dealing with self-doubt, having quarrels with friends and of course staying out of the Bergens’ bellies.

Children could hugely benefit from seeing this story unravel, as it reveals that sacrifice for others is necessary, happiness is inside you and many more lessons. The journey that the friends have to go on to save not only themselves but the rest of the Trolls makes for an amazing and inspiring storyline.

The children love the movie for bright colors and songs, but young adults and teens will probably get the most out of the character development. Through the development of characters, the movie unveils many hidden messages, such as mental illness.

By focusing on the main characters, Princess Poppy and Branch, I will tell you why their development is so important to people of all ages.

Princess Poppy, the female lead of the movie, is a good advocate for mental illness. One of the main underlying themes in this movie is mental illness, specifically depression. The male lead of the movie, Branch, loses his colors when his grandmother is eaten by a Bergen. This causes him to not display the normal characteristics of the Trolls. At first, people treat him as an outsider, not knowing what he has been through, including Poppy. But throughout the story Poppy learns more about Branch and his emotions, and she starts to help him deal with his struggles and return to the Troll he is meant to be.

Spoiler alert: the trolls are recaptured by the Bergens. All of the Trolls lose their hope and color, just like Branch had. Sitting in the pot getting ready to be dished up, Branch sings the song, “True Colors.” This makes the Trolls regain hope and courage, revealing to the Bergens that eating them will not make their situation any better.

Movie critic Owen Gleiberman said, “What they (Bergens) don’t realize is that you can’t achieve happiness by stuffing your face with Trolls, or (by implication) with anything else. The feelings already have to be there — and, in fact, they are. The movie’s message, and it’s a lovely one, is that all we have a wild-haired, beaming doll of happiness inside. “Trolls” will put you in touch with yours.”

COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

LETTER

Political parties need to concentrate on being nuanced

BY JOHN WILKIN
jwilkin@kstate.edu

If you only pay attention to one side of our current politics, every issue would appear non-controversial. You would get the impression that your side is obviously right, and that the other side is either stupid, corrupt, or motivated by something objectionable, like racism or greed.

In reality every political issue is much more nuanced. However, acknowledging this does not help politicians or the media, who directly benefit from provoking outrage at the opposite side.

If you listen to Republicans on tax policy, you will hear that Democrats are greedy, lazy and want to take more money from hardworking Americans. If you listen to Democrats, you will be told that Republicans only care about protecting their wealthy donors and have no regard for the lower class. These two conflicting attacks are then combined into one monolithic idea. They are completely unnuanced, factually incorrect and are regularly used by politicians and the media.

When politicians can provoke outrage at the opposing party, their constituents become energized to support them. This means that, instead of engaging in respectful, productive dialogue focused on the most pressing issues of our time, politicians embrace the 24-hour news cycle to spin hot-button issues for personal gain. They prioritize grandstanding and soundbites—boosting their current popularity over productive policy making.

A perfect example of this sort of behavior was Senator Cory Booker’s grandstanding during the 2018 confirmation hearings for Brett Kavanaugh, in which he repeatedly bragged about breaking the senate rules and went on to say, “this is the closest I’ll probably ever have in my life to an ‘I am Spartacus’ moment.”

The reason America has a representative democracy instead of a pure democracy in which citizens vote directly on every policy is so that our elected officials can engage in serious, nuanced conversation about critical issues in a manner that prioritizes truth and efficacy over political victory. However, our current elected officials are usually unwilling to tell the hard truths to their constituents. They won’t vote for policies which, while ultimately necessary and positive, carry short-term negative ramifications on their popularity.

The media amplifies this issue because of incentives that reward click-bait headlines and outrage provocation. News outlets know that a large portion of the American people are currently highly polarized and have a hostile view of the opposing party. Therefore, they reinforce the confirmation biases of one side by supplying them with a daily dose of outrage at their opponents. Outlets like Fox and Breitbart cater to the right and disparage the left, while CNN, MSNBC and the New York Times promote the left while pillorying the right.

Journalists themselves become polarized and begin subtly advancing political agendas with their reporting. Outlets are disturbingly quick to report stories before the facts emerge to garner clicks, especially if the narrative aligns with their world view. Recent examples of this include the Covington Catholic High School fiasco and the supposed attack on a mother and her daughter.

As consumers of news media, American citizens like you and I have been guilty of furthering this issue. A study by Columbia University found that Twitter users are more willing to share a news article than to actually read it. Why take the time to actually read the article when the headline (apparently) confirms your sentiment towards a specific politician or issue to be justified? A rather common example of this phenomenon is when Science Post shared an article under the headline “Ulterior Motive” which was shared over 45,000 times on Facebook.

The solution to these issues is to recognize the presence of and actively search for nuance in current political issues. Let’s return to the example of women and Democrats. Republicans believe that higher taxes on the wealthy and big corporations will allow the funding of policies which help the less fortunate citizens of our country achieve the American dream. Republicans believe that minimizing the role of the Federal Government by decreasing taxes and keeping money invested in businesses that create products and jobs, rather than in the hands of the inefficient government, will keep incentives properly aligned in order to achieve continued economic prosperity. Obviously, this is only the base layer of the two positions on the issue, but it shows that there is good intent behind both ideas. This same exercise can be done with every major issue.

The abortion argument, at its root, can be whittled down to when a fetus is considered to be a human, giving it the inalienable rights with which this status is accompanied. Instead, what you will hear is that Republicans don’t care about women and Democrats don’t care about babies. Because who needs nuance when you can claim the moral high ground to avoid an exchange of ideas?

America was founded on the idea of a passionate exchange of ideas. Thomas Jefferson said, “An informed citizenry is at the heart of a dynamic democracy.” Politicians and the news media must return to promoting the nuances of the great issues of our time, and do — the citizenry must disengage from outrage-driven political debate and strive for respectful, productive conversation.

Disconnection from your own perceptions and predispositions. In the end, conversation is all we have. Protect it — don’t distort or abuse it.
Iowa State Daily Friday, April 5, 2019

SPOTS

Wigginton enters name in NBA Draft

BY AARON.MARNER
@iowastatedaily.com

Iowa State may have lost one player already to the NBA Draft when freshman guard Talen Horton-Tucker announced his intention to go pro Monday.

Sophomore guard Lindell Wigginton followed suit Thursday when he announced he will put his name in the draft “with the full intent of staying in.”

Wigginton played two years for the Cyclones, leading the team in scoring at 16.7 points per game as a freshman in 2017-18. He tested the waters after the season before deciding to return for his sophomore year.

Wigginton injured his foot in the season opener and missed the next 10 games before returning on Dec. 21, 2018.

Wigginton started just one of the team’s final 24 games despite being second on the team in points at 13.4 per game.

“I would like to thank you for the unwavering support and love you’ve given me during my time here at Iowa State,” Wigginton said in his announcement.

“Those past two years have shown me what it means to be a part of a special university, city and state. I could not be more blessed to have shared this opportunity with each one of you along this journey.”

Wigginton’s departure leaves Iowa State with three open scholarships after Horton-Tucker’s NBA decision and redshirt sophomore forward Cameron Lard’s departure.

“I would also like to thank my family, my teammates, and the Iowa State coaching staff as I could not have done any of this without them,” Wigginton said. “I am extremely grateful for their continued support.”

Wigginton can hire an agent and still retain his collegiate eligibility if he announces his return by May 29.

Struggling Cyclones head to Kansas

BY TAYLOR.WIEGERT
@iowastatedaily.com

The Iowa State tennis team (5-8) heads down to Kansas to face both Kansas (5 p.m. Friday) and Kansas State (11 a.m. Sunday) this weekend.

With Kansas (13-6) being ranked and Kansas State (10-9) just dropping out of the rankings this past week, the Cyclones are looking forward to both weekend matchups as a chance to prove what they have.

Although the Cyclones face two high quality opponents, the team isn’t focused on that. Coach Boomer Saia said everyone will be challenged during these two matchups but he wants his players to compete hard and not play the ranking but just play the player across the net.

Annabella Bonadonna, a current senior leader on the team, said she is looking at this weekend as just another opportunity to go out and do what they do best.

“It doesn’t matter who we are playing, we practice every day to be the best we can in the country,” Bonadonna said.

Currently, the Cyclones have lost five matches in a row. Iowa State’s last win came 4-3 against Nebraska March 3.

Since then, the Cyclones have lost 4-1 to Minnesota, and made four consecutive losses to Big 12 foes Texas Christian (TCU), Texas Tech, Oklahoma State and Oklahoma.

After having a weekend off, the team has had the “chance to reflect, get back to the fundamentals and get back to high energy and high competitiveness,” Saia said.

Regina Espinolada, another senior leader on the team, said that in order to get out of this rut the team has to focus on getting the doubles point first.

Saia agreed, and said he believes it will help the team generate some momentum since they haven’t done that in the past few matches.

Bonadonna is ready to take on the weekend with full force.

“It’s tough to have lost five in a row but it’s important to not have that score in our minds and to just play for ourselves and the rest of the team,” Bonadonna said.

The Cyclones are coming into this weekend with a competitive and positive energy that they will need on the road against two difficult opponents.

“It’s important to maintain the belief and do what we do and keep believing,” Saia said. “It’s what we preach.”

With a confident mindset and pure excitement to get back on the courts this weekend, the Cyclones are looking to come out of this weekend with positive results.

Cyclones host reeling Yellow Jackets

BY SAM.STUVE
@iowastatedaily.com

The Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets will be in Ames on Saturday and Sunday to face Iowa State at the Cyclone Sports Complex. Both teams have been on losing skids recently and have similar numbers so far this season.

Georgia Tech is 23-16 (5-7 ACC) and tied for eighth of 12 teams in the Atlantic Coastal Conference, while Iowa State is 19-15 (1-5 Big 12) and in last place among the seven Big 12 teams.

Both teams are coming into the matchup on a skid, as Georgia Tech has lost six out of its last eight games and Iowa State has lost five out of its previous seven.

The Yellow Jackets have been outscored by 10 runs in their last eight games, and the Cyclones have been outscored by 25 runs in their last seven games.

The Yellow Jackets and Cyclones have met once before, 15 years ago in 2004, when Georgia Tech beat the Cyclones 11-0 in Marietta, Georgia.

The Yellow Jackets have a batting average of .291, which is fifth best in the ACC and 76th nationally. Iowa State has a batting average of .251, which is last among Big 12 teams and 217th overall.

Two of the top hitters from the ACC and the Big 12 will face off in Ames, with sophomore Brennon Roper representing Georgia Tech against junior Sam Williams for Iowa State.

Roper leads the Yellow Jackets in batting average with an average of .412, which is ninth best in the ACC and 75th nationally, while Williams has a batting average of .402. Williams’ average is eighth best in the Big 12 and 130th nationally.

Pitching seems to be the Achilles’ heel for the Yellow Jackets so far this season, as they have an ERA of 4.13, which is eighth in the ACC. The Cyclones have an ERA of 3.07, which is fifth in the Big 12.

Where Georgia Tech and Iowa State play in Ames, the matchup will feature two of the top 50 defenses in the country, as both teams have a fielding percentage of .908, which is tied for 50th in the country.

Iowa State will play Georgia Tech twice Saturday, with the first pitch of the day scheduled for 1 p.m. and the second game starting thirty minutes after the first game ends.

The final matchup of the series will be at 12 p.m. Sunday at Cyclone Sports Complex.

Big 12/Big East matchups announced

BY AARON.MARNER
@iowastatedaily.com

Iowa State will face a tough Big East foe in December as part of the new Big 12/Big East Challenge.

While the specific date and time of the game has not been announced, the Cyclones know they will take on Seton Hall at Hilton Coliseum as part of the challenge.

Just like Iowa State, the Pirates lost in the first round of the NCAA Tournament. Seton Hall finished its season 20-14 (9-9 Big East) and earned a 10 seed in the Midwest region. If Iowa State and Seton Hall had won their first two games, they would have matched up in the Sweet 16 in Kansas City, Missouri.

Seton Hall loses one senior — forward Michael Nzei, who averaged 9.0 points and 5.2 rebounds per game — but the majority of the team should return.

Junior guard Mykses Powell led the Pirates this season with 23.1 points per game, including 27 points in the team’s first round NCAA Tournament loss to Wofford. He entered his name in the NBA Draft but could still return to college by May 29 and retain his eligibility.

Iowa State is in a similar spot with freshman guard Talen Horton-Tucker, who entered his name for the NBA Draft as well. Horton-Tucker can also return to college by May 29 and play for Iowa State in 2019-20.

MATCHUPS

- Butler at Baylor
- Seton Hall at Iowa State
- Kansas at Villanova
- Marquette at Kansas State
- Oklahoma at Creighton
- Georgetown at Oklahoma State
- Xavier at TCU
- Texas at Providence
- Texas Tech at DePaul
- West Virginia at St John’s
Tips for finding employment after graduation

BY COURTNEY LAMPMAN
iowastatedaily.com

Many students enter their second semester of senior year with one thing on their mind: employment after college. With a solid resume, internship experience and a little professional help, you're on the right path to a career after college.

Students don't utilize the huge resource they have on campus that is included with their tuition—career services. Iowa State offers seven career service offices that directly cater to your needs as a student. Career services can improve resumes, tune up interviewing skills and even help you develop your LinkedIn account.

Timothy Stegman, Director of Career Services for the College of Human Sciences, discussed when college students should begin thinking about jobs.

“The earlier you start, the more successful you might be. We start to expose freshmen to what’s possible,” Stegman said.

She expressed the importance of exposing students to things like campus involvement and skill building which can play crucial roles in success later on.

Resumes, a lot of times, are your first impression with a company, this makes them a very valuable asset. Stegman suggested creating an entire section on your resume titled “Related Experience.” This sets apart what you’ve done to create work ethic and what you’ve done that has built your skill set in your particular industry.

She also advised job seekers to remember that content on a resume is important, however employers won't take a second glance at that content if it doesn't have professional formatting.

“If your resume doesn’t look good, the recruiter doesn’t want to look at it. It’s about creating the perfect balance between those two,” Stegman said.

When considering outside employment services, Stegman advises that

Getting help on a resume from a professional is a great place to start.

Many students are on their own for the first time and with professional help comes an understanding to what the hiring manager is looking for. With professional help comes two filters of hiring.

“It’s all about creating a happy experience and incorporating it in to my meals. For lunch and dinner, I started grilling chicken for meals like quesadillas and salads and skipped the frozen TV meals. The biggest changes I made were choosing to eat carrots and apples and drinking water, instead of browns and soda. I looked at the ingredients on packages and the amounts of added sugars and realized I could find something else much more filling simply by walking over to the produce or dairy section and incorporating it in to my meals.

This experiment was not about losing weight for a diet, it was originally about seeing if a no added sugar diet was sustainable. Two weeks after I began, on March 30, I weighed myself for a comparison. I did lose weight. In fact, I lost four pounds. I was able to lower the amount of added sugar I was eating to three teaspoons a day and I did lose weight from it.

That’s just diet culture,” said Anderson.

“Playing to the blame game on a specific food or a specific ingredient. Any restrictive diet helps you lose weight no matter what it is. Once you go off of that diet, it doesn’t teach you a skill and it doesn’t help you.”

Anderson said because a lot of college students are on their own for the first time and are able to choose from the wide variety of foods on campus, they will often choose a little bit of everything, like pizza, Chinese food, and sandwiches and don’t listen to their natural hunger cues.

Paige Stropes, a junior majoring in industrial engineering, said she consumes a lot of sugar filled foods throughout the day.

“It’s sad,” Stropes said. “But it isn’t really that shocking. I know I probably eat too much of one thing some days, but I think I do an overall good job eating in moderation.”

Anderson recommends eating a balanced diet and following the dietary guidelines found on MyPlate. She also suggests meet with one of the dieticians on campus, either first for students with a meal plan, or Lisa Nolting, the dietician for students with out a meal plan. Anderson does have a Food Instagram account dedicated to showing students how much they should be eating. If students want ideas and or recommendations for places to eat on campus, they can look up her account, @sodiumlinski.

“If you are eating well balanced meals and diet beforehand, you can have a soda to go with it. You are probably getting all of the nutrients that your body needs from the regular food you eat,” Anderson said. “Having a treat every once in a while, like a soda or a cookie, is totally normal.”
of the contestants even remarked she could not believe Underwood was a virgin, perhaps referring to his looks and status as a former contestant on “The Bachelorette” and as a former NFL football tight end.

While men are mocked for their sexual inactivity, women are mocked for their sexual activity.

“When expectations of women’s sexuality are challenged or resisted, narratives of women being impure and promiscuous are shown throughout the news, social media, and tv/film,” Angton said.

Virginity is largely a social construct and has very little medical backing. It was once thought that the breaking of the hymen was a signal that a woman was no longer a virgin. The World Health Organization reported that the United Nations’ agencies were calling for a ban on virginity testing in October 2018.

Angton said the use of the hymen to signal virginity is “misleading because some women do not have hymens and/or the hymen can be broken doing other activities besides sex, such as riding a bike, horseback riding, etc.”

The traditional definition of virginity is heteronormative and often ignores LGBTQIA+ people and people of color, Angton said. It is heteronormative in the sense that traditional definitions of virginity loss often center around penis to vagina penetration, leaving some people in the LGBTQIA+ community out in the dark as to what constitutes virginity, often leaving many people to define virginity for themselves.

Angton also blames these perceptions of virginity on the lack of “comprehensive sex education.”

“[It] influences these perceptions and causes men (and women, LGBTQIA+) to rely on the internet/social media for information on gendered and sexual expectations,” Angton said.